Modeling sensorineural hearing loss. I. Model and retrospective evaluation.
The present article describes an approach to the evaluation of psychoacoustic data from the hearing impaired. The results obtained from the hearing impaired in several studies of frequency resolution, temporal resolution, and speech recognition are compared to the results expected for noise-masked normal listeners. It is presumed in this approach that the hypothetical noise-masked normal listeners have masked thresholds that agree perfectly with the quiet thresholds of the hearing-impaired subjects. Using this approach, most of the results obtained from impaired ears on spectral-resolution and speech-recognition tasks could be accurately predicted, an exception being results from spectral-resolution paradigms using fixed-level signals. Some of the data from hearing-impaired listeners on temporal-resolution tasks, on the other hand, could not be adequately described with this approach. The latter data, however, were much more limited. Additional data are needed to better evaluate the adequacy of this approach in describing the performance of the hearing impaired on temporal-resolution tasks.